
DEVOTIONAL STUDY GUIDE

Week 5: Read Lamentations 4:1-2
Getting Started

Think of a time in your life when you felt overwhelmed by grief or pain. How did you cope with that experience, and in retrospect, do you wish you had used

lamenting as a tool for processing and experiencing God's mercy during that time?

Discussion Questions

What part of Lamentations chapter four do you connect with most?

How have you experienced the metaphor of ashes (Loss) in your own life?

What does the salt-tears (societal pain- i.e., injustice). metaphor mean to you

in the context of lamentation? What causes pain/tears in our society?

How have you experienced the metaphor of wormwood (bitterness)?

What experiences have cause you to embrace bitterness?

What has been lost in your life that you are grieving over?

How has the contrast between your past hopes and current reality affected

your ability to accept your situation?

How does acknowledging what has been lost help in the grieving process?

How have you expressed your grief, pain, and bitterness through lament?

How has lament helped you to come to terms with your loss?

How do you hope to �nd acceptance during of your lament?

How can acknowledging the contrast between where you were and where

you �nd yourself help in the healing process?

How have you experienced the difference between short-term pain and hurt

versus long-term pain and loss in your life, and if so, what were some of your

observations and experiences?

Family Devotion

Have you ever lost something (a loved one, a pet, a favorite toy) where you

had to grieve the loss? What was that like for you? Who was there for you

during that time? 

Parents: Pray for your child/children, that they will feel seen and heard when they

go through a time of grief.  

Activity for Lamentations 4:1-22

Read Lamentations 4:1-22 and re�ect on the metaphors of ashes, salt-tears and wormwood and their signi�cance in the context of lament.

1. Think about a situation in your life where you have experienced loss, pain, bitterness, or regret.

2. Use Lamentations 4:1-22 as a guide to write your own lament, acknowledging the contrast between where you were and where you had hoped to be, and where

you �nd yourself now.

3. Re�ect on your lament, allowing yourself to experience and express your grief.

4. Engage in a form of self-expression, such as journaling, art, or music, to express your lament and process your emotions.

5. End the activity with a time of silent re�ection, encouraging yourself to release your grief and �nd peace and acceptance.

6. Re�ect on any insights or takeaways you have gained from the experience and consider how you can use lamentation in the future to process loss, pain, and

bitterness.


